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February 26, 2020 

This addendum addresses questions that have been asked regarding RFP 02-1920 
Security Camera System(s) and Questions and Answers from the Pre-Bid Meetings. 

NCK – Kingman PreBid Meeting  2/11/2020    9:00 AM 

Q – Is the College looking for voice recording as well as camera? 

A-The majority of this will be exterior.  There will only be a few interior cameras in
our common areas, our libraries and high traffic areas.  We want to stay away from 
interior as much as possible.  But we do want to have the gym and libraries and in those 
areas we do prefer to have sound.   If the exterior cameras do not have sound that is 
not a deal breaker. 

(Rob) Our main focus is parking lots, thorough fairs, the quads and other general areas.  
We want to get good general vision of the campus.  The campus is quite diverse and 
stretched out.   

1. Beginning at Building 600.  This is the top of the quad, main open area.  We are
looking for camera to camera, getting as much cross reference as we can. We
have a lot of parking lots.  We have the top parking lot with three buildings across
the back and three building on the other side.  We are not too worried about
coming this direction, we can go out from the 600 and cover those buildings and
the majority of the parking lot.   We want coverage of all parking lots.  On most
buildings, we can do all corners, if you deem that necessary and then we will go
over the “hot spots” that we really want to keep covered.  For the most part, we
want as much coverage as possible.

2. Building 2000.  No interior, this will be all exterior and will want coverage for the
pockets of parking as well as the parking lot behind the building as much as
possible.  Also all passage ways between the buildings as much as possible.



Q- So you said there is fiber?

A- We have fiber to every building so there will be no problem with connectivity.
     Different campuses have various different types of fiber in different 

spots but for the most part, we have coverage throughout the campus. 

Q- Is it POE or POE+?

A- We are POE+ currently.

3. Building 200. This building is the cafeteria and common areas.  At this time we
are not looking for any cameras interior.  We are looking for exterior, of course all
of the corners, the frontage, as many doors as possible and again, as many
pathways as possible.  From this building we can also go back towards the 2000
and towards the 500 Building and the interior walk areas.  Behind this building is a
covered area where we host movies and other Student events. This area is not
crucial, but we would like to have general coverage of this area.

Q- Are we covering any interior of the 200 Building?

A- No, not at this time.  The 300 Building and the Gym in 600 will be the only
interior cameras on this campus at this time.

Q- Do you want cameras on the front doors of building 200? They look like exit only.
The face of the 200-300 buildings we are not too concerned about, only outward
facing to the parking lot. The main entrances to these buildings are on back and
the sides. We do want to capture the traffic coming into and out of the buildings
as much as possible.  We can do that from distance, general or broad angle
focal, whatever.  We want to rely on your expertise for placement and coverage.

A- Probably just the main entrances.  These doors are locked down and if used will
be for exit only.  They cannot get back in.

Q- So you stated you wanted to get as many of the doors as possible.  Is there a
future plan of the project to add access control and probably intrusion alarm as
well?

A- Intrusion exists.  We are looking to piggyback on it.  We are looking for
expandability and piggybacking on our existing alarm systems and migrating to
access.  Ultimately, I’d like to see fire suppression integration.  We will be going to
access control, HID/Prox, something like that in the future.

Q- Do we want 360 cameras?

A- Absolutely.  These are definitely an option.  We do want to get all of the doors as
much as possible.  This is going to be a one man shop for me for all 4 campuses
so the least amount is the better.  The easiest, the better.  The problem is the



PTZ’s aren’t going to work for me. They are always going to be pointing the 
wrong direction. 

4. Entries off of Jagerson Ave.   On this campus we have three entrance/exits to 
the College.  One at this end of campus, one in the middle and one at the far end 
of the campus.  It’s not ideal, but we’d like to capture as much traffic entering the 
property as we can.  We would like to see the person, the license plate and the 
car. We are not looking for facial recognition or vehicle recognition, just a general. 
Once we get them coming onto campus, then we can track them from there. One 
of the biggest challenges is that we have a lot of vegetation in front of these two 
buildings (200 – 300). These are the main administration buildings and we want 
them under surveillance as much as possible.

5. Building 300.  This is the Library and Student Services building.  This building 
WILL have interior cameras.  We are looking for 2 cameras at each end.  There is 
a main corridor with the Library on one side and student services/administration 
on the other.  We are just looking for traffic going in and out.  We would like to 
cover the entrances both outside and inside on this particular building.
We need to cover the parking lot and Building 500 which is a classroom 
building as much as we can.  Corners of Building 500 will cover the parking lots 
and the face of the buildings on far side of lots. Outbuildings (Building 
800-900-1000) only need general coverage as much as possible from the parking 
lot. Building 300 – Interior.  This is the main corridor that we want to watch – 
both ends, both directions. Not concerned about the peripherals, really looking for 
visuals on both ends.

Q- Do you know how many feet are in this corridor?

A- Approx 300 ft

Q- Is there and IDF in each of these buildings?

A- Majority, yes.  There is either an IDF or just simple closets.

Q- Are all of the parking lights on all night long?

A- Yes.  If they are not on, they are broke.  So night vision, things like that might be
an issue.

6. 1100-1200 Buildings.  These three buildings we are not as concerned about.  If
we can get coverage from the parking lot, that would be great.  Again, a general
coverage.
FULL coverage of the parking lots and if we can get coverage of these buildings,
great.  If not, we understand.

Q- Do you have IT hubs in each building where your fiber is going to? Is there



   network connectivity between all the buildings?  Is it fiber? 

A- Yes, sir.  We do have fiber between all buildings.

7. Walking toward the lower end of campus, there is the center entrance/exit.  This
is the middle of nowhere.  Not a lot of fiber or copper anywhere near here so it is
going be a challenge.  We will have to trench or pull from another building.  This is
one of the areas that we do want to keep an eye on.  Behind us, I the
observatory.  The entrance to it is on the southwest corner.  We do want to keep
an eye on this building, the area and the door if possible.  There IS fiber in the
building.

8. We have another parking lot.  The buildings in this lower East side of campus are
the District offices.  All of these buildings have both front and rear entrances.
This is the President’s office and administration offices.  We would like to have
coverage on both front and back of these three buildings (100, 101 and 102).
Front coverage and then corners back at each other and then the parking lot as
much as possible.

Q- Would you consider erecting poles and trenching to them?

A- It is possible.  Nothing is off the table.  We want to try to keep it as minimalistic as
possible.  Just trying to get good coverage as best we can.

9. Lower entrance and Building 109, Building 104.  This is the lower entrance to
the College and another parking lot that we need to cover.  Building 109 and
Building 104 are our welding buildings.  High value buildings that we want to keep
track of the doors as much as possible and again the parking lot.

10. Building 103 and Building 105.   These are the IT (103) and facilities (105)
buildings. A lot of assets and we want to keep cameras on both the parking lot
and the frontage/doors of these buildings.

Q- Did you say then this building (IT 103) is the primary MDF?

A- No. Our primary MDF is in the 200 Building.  The very first building we have a
small DC. We have our main Point of Entry on premises and go through switch in
Las Vegas.

Q- Do you have adequate storage for video retention?

A- Not at this time.  That would be part and parcel to the bid or cloud storage.  Each
campus would have their own and then probably DR backup to Las Vegas.

Q- Are you concerned with vehicle traffic in Facilities?  I don’t know how many trucks
you have.

A- No. We are not concerned with that at this time.



11. Building 107.  Another critical entrance that we want to keep an eye on.  So
whether we are crossing to it, down on it, dome, it’s up to you how we cover it and
the parking lot.

12. Parking Lot between Bldg. 103 & 108. So just one more small parking lot here.
Whether we pull off of the IT (103) or facilities (105) building to cover it.  You can
see the door for the observatory from here, so if we go there from here, that would
work.

13. There is one public, forward facing restroom in the front of Building 103.  We do
have issues with vandalism, tagging, destruction of property. We would like to get
coverage of enter/exit into this restroom.

14. This system will be monitored by one person for all four campuses.  This system
needs to be as much of a single pane of glass, as much triggered, alerting, and
notifications as possible as I will be running back and forth constantly.  So any
information I can get with notification and software analytics part of it would be
very helpful.

15. This would be a complete run. This will be new cables, there are no existing
camera systems in place. We do have a really good infrastructure.  We have
fiber to every building and a switch in every building. We would like to have an
isolated network, it’s own switches and own fiber. We would like you to bid a
stand-alone system as much as possible.

16. Building 600. Gym. There are simple cameras up at this time. A couple in the
hallways, and a couple in the corners of the gym for general coverage of the
whole room.  The gym does have after hour access to the facility when we don’t
necessarily have people on ground so it would be nice to connect an alarm when
we have future access controls.  We want to monitor the doors/ enter and exit.
The current door tracks who comes in by user ID.

17. Building 600.  Electrical Labs.  A few domes in the hallway.  We have a simple
camera for general coverage, nothing major. The man door is for exit only. Cover
the roll-up door and coverage of lab so we can cover people and possible
accidents.  We would suggest maybe 4 cameras in this area.

18. This campus (Kingman) is going to be the most difficult of all the campuses
we have. All of our other campuses are much more condensed, much more
contained, smaller.  Not as geographically layed out.  Some of our
outbuildings may not have fiber, but it does have copper, connectivity.

19. Truck driving range is part of the College, but is not in the scope of this project.
It will definitely need to be included in the future.  There is currently no copper or
fiber to that location.  It is NOT part of this project and we do not want this
project to scope creep on any level.  We want to keep this project very concise
and contained and get this in place before we look at any of the one-offs.



Q-The RFP states 4 systems (one for each campus), but based on your
conversation in the shop, would you rather have one system with 4
branches?

A- We do not want to limit, but, yes, a single pane of glass, fully integrated, would be
phenomenal. That’s going to be key access, fire suppression, alarms systems,
etc. in a perfect world.  We do not want to inhibit you.  If you cannot provide a
single pane of glass, that’s OK, we are open to all suggestions.

Q- Of the existing systems, the DSX would be linked into the data? The alarm
system?

A- Yes, I would like to integrate that if possible.  We will be moving to HID prompts,
mags strips, whatever.  So that future-proofing also needs to be baked into it.

20. We are looking for analytics - so the more reporting, email alerting, triggers that
you can produce, we would love to see that as part of your product.

Q- If it is one integrated system, the central hub would be at this campus?  And how
Many users do you think would need access?

A- Yes, Kingman would be the central hub.  There will only be one Admin (Rob)
with access rights to change, modify, direct, relocate, etc. but the end game
would be to have a web-linked console for the people in the various different
buildings that have a live feed.  It would give them the security to be able to
watch and monitor their own door(s)/building.  Whether that means cross-
referencing from another building that has a camera on their door, we would like
to have someone have access to see what is outside their door(s).  This would
be ONLY LIVE VIEW.  No recording, stopping, capturing, just a real good static
view.

Q- How much storage are you expecting for documenting?

A- Our retention is going to be minimum of 30.  We also have
off site storage, of approx 30 TB.
We would like to see a 3 year - 7 day local and then pipe down to 
30 day retention       .  We would like to have the ability to pipe 
this out to the local PD.   

Q- Do have any detailed maps of each building, like specifically where the IDF is in
each building?

A- We are going to hold onto that information for security sake. If and when the
time comes, we do have detailed maps of our trenched fiber and where MDF
and IDF closets are located.

Q- I am specifically thinking length of data cables to cameras out on the end of a
building.  How far is the distance from…..do you want us to just go with a standard 
length? 
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A- Yes. Copper can only run 300ft.  So in this facility, we have fiber at almost every
location so it would only be a run from the building that is closest to you.  There
really aren’t any runs further than that.  Should not be an issue.

Q- As far as a specific termination place in each building….would you want us to 
  mount a wall rack? 

 A – The majority of our IDF’s have plenty of space.  At worst, we just have a switch 
   in the ceiling.  So if you are talking about distance and spans, just take the 
   center of the building. Most buildings are drop ceiling with access. 

Q- Will there be a contingency on the RFP?  Like a 10% or 7% contingency so that
there is a buffer to work with?

A- Yes (verifing)

Q- I was asked a questions about the number of cameras.

A- I leave that to you – you are the experts.  It is very difficult to compare apples
to apples.  Everyone has something different – 360, 270, 180, Omni-
directional, dome, etc.  There are millions of different types of cameras. This is
where we want you to give us your professional design ideas so that we as a
College can make a good decision about what is going to be best for us. We
want to know what technology is available - all the way up from fixed camera
up to 360 degree.  We are relying on you to come up with camera counts.

Q- Is there a specified budget?

A- No. We are not giving a budget, however Rob will be your advocate for Return
on Investment. IE if a camera cost is $10,0000 but it takes the place of 45
man hours and this, this and this. You are the experts and will need to explain
why we need the $10,000 camera and what it will do for us. We are also open
to alternative options.  You can purchase Camera A OR you can purchase 3
Camera B and place in 3 alternate locations.

Q- Would you like to be able to log in remote when you are off site, a mobile app
or things like that?

A- Yes, that would be preferable.

Q- What would be the timeline for this job.  Are you going to do a campus at a
time?   Estimated start date?

A- We are going to do a phased approach.  Campus by campus. Beginning in
July.

Q- Would we be working weekends or after hours due to classes?



A- We will be working normal hours, Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM.  We
will have students on campus and classes going with drilling, etc. so it will be
a very scheduled approach.

Q- You are going to be doing most of the monitoring from your office.  Where
was that?

A- That was Building 103 at the far end of the building, just outside of facilities.

Q- Is the proposal budgetary pricing or firm fixed?  With the difference in the
scope of work, I just want to make sure that I am understanding.

A- It has to be flexible.  As we see each see campus and location, I am going to
say flexible.

Q- Is the College going be interested in looking at a lease option?

A- No, we are not looking for a large monthly expense, that in addition to what
the services and support would be.  We are looking for a good service put in
place and it depends on when we compare all of this products.

Q- In your office where you will monitor the system, I sure you will want a
dashboard where you can see the cameras.  Would you provide all of that
technology, possibly a large monitor?

A- Yes, I would probably build a quad monitor and desktop machine specifically
for it so that I can track whatever is live at each campus.  Again, the more
your systems can pre-chew that, the better.

Q- The RFP states that the system must be able to work with our current
system.  Since you don’t have any cameras systems are you talking more

about access control?

A- We are actually talking more about the alarm systems and fire suppression.
Key access will be required in the future.  That will be phase 2.

ADDITIONAL GENERAL QUESTIONS:

1. What is the network bandwidth/throughput available between all 4  
campus locations?
a. NCK campus has a 1GB Connection.
b. BHC campus has a  750 Mb Connection
c. LHC campus has a 750 Mb Connection
d. NMC campus has a 150 Mb Connection

2. What is the current network bandwidth/throughput between MDF and IDF’s                 
in the buildings on each of the 4 campuses (1G or 10G connectivity)?
a. All internal connections have a 1 Gb connection  

3. How many concurrent workstation connections to the video streams are 
anticipated at each site?
a. There would be no more than one to two connections per campus.  Only 
NCK would have an Administrative connection, all other campus’s would have a 
live view only connection of their individual campus.




